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Abstract: The construct of guanxi has become an interesting topic for analyzing how to do business more effectively and successfully in China’s economic transition period. Drawing on the guanxi strategy theory, this study examines when government guanxi (guanxi with the government and its officials) and business guanxi (guanxi with the business sectors) matter to new venture performance under two typical turbulent environments (institutional turbulence and market turbulence). According to empirical results using original data from 146 new ventures in clusters driven by China’s local governments, both government guanxi and business guanxi were positively related to new venture performance, and market turbulence was an important contextual factor influencing performance benefits of guanxi. However, the results reveal no moderating effects of institutional turbulence on direct relationships. Furthermore, the study provides a better conceptual and empirical understanding of why market turbulence is a double-edged sword for performance implications of guanxi in the rapidly changing business environment.
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1. Introduction

As noted in the literature, doing business in Western countries focuses mainly on “what you know” and “what you are good at”, indicating that firms need to invest substantial resources in developing various firm capabilities such as technological, marketing, learning, and management capabilities. However, doing business in China often needs to focus on “whom you know” and “who can help you”, indicating that firms need to invest resources in developing and maintaining effective formal or informal connections with appropriate individuals or organizations [1–4]. Such connections or ties are referred as “guanxi”, which consists of “guan” (gate) and “xi” (tie). Guanxi reflects the nature and characteristics of the social progress or human life of China’s Confucian society over the last two millennia [5,6]. To date, guanxi is an important research topic in strategic management and entrepreneurship to examine how business can be done more effectively and successfully in contemporary China.

As a centralized country, China consistently focuses on shifting from a planned economy to a market-based economy since the start of its openness and economic reform in 1978. On the one hand,
the market is expected to play a dominant role in resource allocation and economic growth and thus can facilitate job creation and income growth [7]. It indicates that firms should establish and expand their guanxi connections with business sector, such as primary suppliers, customers, cooperators, and even rivals. For instance, having good guanxi connections with suppliers may help a focal firm much easily obtain low-cost materials with acceptable quality. In this respect, it seems that industries tend to be much less affected by political systems and government policies in a market-based economy than in a planned one. On the other hand, however, the Chinese government still has strong “soft power” to regulate the development of an industry [8]. Moreover, the government can promote or hinder industrial development and business operations by enacting a series of business policies in economic transition period [9,10]. Consequently, this study argues that both government guanxi (guanxi with the government and its officials) and business guanxi (guanxi with the business sector) may be two antecedents of doing business in China.

In addition, previous literature has shown that performance implications of guanxi (or network) are contingent on environmental factors. As known, China is experiencing economic transition which leads the business environment to undergo volatile turbulence in terms of its institutions, markets, technologies, and culture [11,12]. In this regard, potential effects of different types of guanxi on business performance may vary across a rapidly changing business environment. The present study considers two typical guanxi types (government guanxi and business guanxi) under two typical business environments (institutional turbulence and market turbulence) to fill two important gaps in the literature. First, with empirical evidence from a survey of 146 new ventures located in government-driven high-tech clusters, the study examines general effect of government guanxi on new venture performance. Firms can undoubtedly benefit from developing and keeping good guanxi connections with the business sector, because a strong firm–business interaction enables firms to be embedded in a business network and establish legitimacy as quickly as possible [13]. However, the relationship between government guanxi and business performance remains unclear and thus has been a topic of an ongoing debate. Some studies have argued that developing government guanxi may help firms establish institutional confidence and obtain sufficient government resources, whereas others have failed to find any direct effects of government guanxi (or political ties) on business performance [8,10]. A literature review reveals differences in research samples between these two competing findings, with the former focusing on government-sponsored firms, whereas the latter, on high-tech firms. Given that the present study’s sample is from government-driven high-tech clusters, it is confused whether government guanxi is critical to new venture performance.

Second, the study investigates whether contextual factors such as environmental turbulence are contingent on performance implications of guanxi. Although previous studies focusing on the Chinese context reveal that some contingencies (i.e., ownership, location, and firm size) may alter the value of guanxi, there is an apparent gap in the literature in whether environmental turbulence can be seen as a critical moderator [14]. To answer this question, this study focuses on two typical environmental conditions (institutional turbulence and market turbulence) that may reflect the nature and characteristics of China’s economic transition. More specially, it examines their respective moderating effects on the relationship between government guanxi (or business guanxi) and new venture performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 draws on guanxi strategy theory to suggest that guanxi is a dominant determinant of doing business in China but that environmental turbulence can foster or impede outcomes of different types of guanxi. Based on a literature review and a theoretical analysis, the section develops six hypotheses about relationships between guanxi, environmental turbulence, and new venture performance. Section 3 describes research sample, data collection method, research model, and measurement method. Section 4 presents the analysis steps and empirical results. Section 5 discusses the research findings, theoretical contributions, managerial implications, limitations, and future research directions, and Section 6 concludes.
2. A Theoretical Review and Hypothesis Development

2.1. Guanxi Strategy Theory

Social network theory, developed by Western management scholars, has been widely applied to investigate the importance of personal or organizational connections in business activities [15,16]. In the context of Chinese management, some scholars also employ social network theory to analyze how personal or organizational connections affect business operations [14,17]. However, general connections cannot reflect the nature and characteristics of connection ties in Confucian societies (e.g., Mainland China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong). In this regard, guanxi that goes deeper than connection has attracted great attention from scholars and practitioners [18]. Traditionally, guanxi is a deeply ingrained institution that highlights the interrelationships between family members, relatives, friends, and other significant others. Family relations (qinyuan), geographic relations (diyuan), religious relations (shenyuan), business relations (yeyuan), and product relations (wuyuan) are the most frequent types of guanxi that are often used by sociology and management scholars to identify a person’s social status. This indicates that guanxi traditionally originates from the basis of special roots and refers to personal connections at the individual level.

From the perspective of strategic management, guanxi is often regarded as a particular and inimitable strategic resource that can help firms develop and maintain their competitive advantage [19–21]. As mentioned earlier, guanxi reflects the Chinese contextual notion and the way that people can do business more effectively and successfully. Therefore, some scholars from both Western countries and China have made efforts since the late 1990s to develop guanxi strategy theory to examine the relationship between guanxi and firm performance in a more effective manner [22,23]. Guanxi strategy theory suggests that building and using guanxi connections may help firms strengthen business performance in China’s economic transition period [1]. That is because the degree of guanxi connections may affect the flow of resources and interactions with the firm-task environment, thereby helping develop a competitive advantage in a rapidly changing business environment [14,24]. Similarly, Su et al. (2003) [25] precisely pointed out that, in comparison to large firms, small- and medium-sized enterprises are more likely to benefit from guanxi under scarce resources. Furthermore, they suggested that guanxi can be regarded as a strategic tool which can increase the efficiency and effectiveness of doing business in China. In the field of entrepreneurship, Guo and Miller’s (2010) [2] work suggested that guanxi connections play a significant role across entrepreneurial processes. First, during firm creation, guanxi ties with family members and relatives may provide initial funding or psychological support for entrepreneurs [4]. Second, during early firm growth, guanxi ties with critical stakeholders such as government officials, business partners, capitalists, and primary customers may help new ventures become more effectively embedded in a network to gain an industrial or social division. Third, during stable firm growth, guanxi ties with various individuals and organizations from multiple backgrounds may help new ventures consistently exploit business opportunities and market potential to realize sustainable growth. Su and Sohn (2015) [23] offered additional theoretical perspectives on the role of guanxi in entrepreneurship, through which new ventures often obtain important information and critical resources by using their guanxi ties with important individuals or organizations. They also emphasized that the mutual trust originating from guanxi ties can help new ventures create accessing routines to entrepreneurial resources. In this regard, the present study argues that a utilization of guanxi strategy theory may enhance our understanding of how new ventures leverage different types of guanxi under different turbulent environmental conditions.

2.2. Government Guanxi, Business Guanxi and New Venture Performance

2.2.1. Government Guanxi and New Venture Performance

Studies of Chinese management in the last few decades may convince entrepreneurs and managers that building and maintaining stronger guanxi connections with the government and its officials has
significant effects on business creation and operation. First, the Chinese government can use its "soft power" to effectively regulate industries and business activities to realize government goals with respect to the economy or society, such as jobs’ creation, wealth generation, and economic growth [8]. Second, new ventures need government to provide various supports, such as institutional infrastructure, industrial policies, and even taxation preferences. In this respect, the Chinese government may be a reliable partner and the goals of governments and firms are cooperative rather than competitive.

In addition, recent empirical studies have also asserted the importance of government guanxi in new venture performance. For instance, Guo and Miller [2] found that new ventures with good guanxi with the government may enhance their ability to access entrepreneurial resources and be more confident in doing business in China. Using a sample of 55 biopharmaceutical high-tech firms in China, Wang and Lestari [26] precisely pointed out that government guanxi is positively related to market entry success because the Chinese government “has the authority to approve projects, allocate resources, and arrange financing and distribution.” From the resource-based view, Chen et al. [27] suggested that government guanxi has a significant effect on information accessibility, thereby influencing new venture creativity and social reputation. In light of the importance of the Chinese government in industrial development and market restructuring, this study deems that new ventures should maintain good guanxi connections with government and its officials to obtain more institutional resources or confidence to operate business more smoothly in China. In this regard, the following hypothesis is proposed:

**Hypothesis 1.** General speaking, government guanxi has a significant positive effect on new venture performance.

2.2.2. Business Guanxi and New Venture Performance

Precisely speaking, the market of Mainland China is a huge and complex web of business guanxi [25]. It indicates that doing business in China requires effective interactions with a particular business network of various stakeholders such as customers, suppliers, partners, and rivals, which is often defined as “business guanxi” [10,28]. Guanxi strategy theory points out that Chinese businessmen often use guanxi to control or influence their business partners because guanxi potentially fosters mutual trust for sharing market information, advice, and resources among network members. For instance, keeping good guanxi connections with important personals (e.g., top managers of business partners) or organizations (e.g., business partners) may make it more likely to provide industrial divisions and benefits [29]. Similarly, Cao et al. [13] argued that in a common business guanxi network, a firm can effectively interact with its business partners “in a particular way at a particular time for a particular price”, leading to lower transaction costs and better performance. In sum, previous studies have suggested that investing in and using business guanxi can help a firm develop a strategic competitive advantage, ultimately strengthening its performance [30].

For new ventures, their survival and growth are greatly influenced by several important strategic factors such as building business legitimacy [31], looking for primary customers [13], promoting business transactions [32], and obtaining knowledge or technology support [23]. Guanxi strategy theory argues that these strategic needs are very closely related to the effective embeddedness of business guanxi [1,23]. This is because good business guanxi can help new ventures overcome their liability of newness and more effectively embed themselves in the industrial network to benefit from industrial divisions [33]. For example, new ventures can benefit from having good business guanxi with primary customers. First, primary customers may provide more targeted and effective advice for new ventures to develop products to better meet customers’ needs, exploit market opportunities, or optimize supply chains. Second, primary customers can provide emotional support or confidence for new ventures to do business in an uncertain business environment with a high level of risk [17,34]. Therefore, it is common for new ventures to develop and use good guanxi connections with business
sectors to do business more successfully when their strategic resources are scarce. In this regard, the following hypothesis is proposed:

**Hypothesis 2.** General speaking, business guanxi has a significant positive effect on new venture performance.

### 2.3. Economic Transition: Market Turbulence and Institutional Turbulence

Both social network theory and guanxi strategy theory point out that the value of guanxi (social capital) “varies across distinct environmental conditions” [35]. China’s economic transition leads the business environment to experience turbulence in terms of its institutions, markets, and culture [10]. For entrepreneurship, a turbulent environment indicates that new ventures often face massive opportunities and challenges such as rapid changes in customer demands or preferences, institutional policies, and technological innovations [36]. Consequently, this study argues that benefits of guanxi are contingent on environmental turbulence. However, some studies [13] have argued that environmental turbulence impedes benefits of guanxi, whereas others [1] provide the opposite findings.

Given that government guanxi and business guanxi are two independent variables of the present study, we argue that institutional turbulence and market turbulence may be two important environmental contingency factors influencing the value of government guanxi and business guanxi. Therefore, it would be beneficial to take into account environmental turbulence for a better understanding of the nature of guanxi in the literature on Chinese management and its impact on doing business in China.

#### 2.3.1. Moderating Effects of Institutional Turbulence

This study posits that institutional turbulence may be an important contingency factor moderating the relationship between government guanxi (or business guanxi) and new venture performance. Rapid changes in the political system establish many new rules or bring various constraints, which lead new ventures to distribute their finite resources to respond to these changes [36]. A high level of institutional turbulence indicates rapid and uncertain changes in government policies and legal institutions. At this time, the Chinese government and its officials may use “soft power” to have considerable influence on business operations [8]. Therefore, keeping and maintaining stronger guanxi connections with the government and its officials may help new ventures obtain institutional resources and enrich the resource base, which can strengthen business performance under a high level of institutional turbulence. However, building and maintaining stronger guanxi with the business sector may be counterproductive under a high level of institutional turbulence. That is because developing guanxi with primary customers, suppliers, and cooperators requires resource investment so that new ventures will have no enough resources to respond to the institutional changes.

On the other hand, the government tends to provide more service functions and fewer interference functions for business activities under a low level of institutional turbulence. It suggests that legal and institutional systems with respect to industries become stable and developed, indicating that the importance of government guanxi connections in doing business is likely to decline, but developing guanxi with business sectors may be more crucial for performance creation [10,14]. In this regard, the following hypotheses are proposed:

**Hypothesis 3.** Institutional turbulence has a positive moderating effect on the relationship between government guanxi and new venture performance.

**Hypothesis 4.** Institutional turbulence has a negative moderating effect on the relationship between business guanxi and new venture performance.
2.3.2. Moderating Effects of Market Turbulence

This study posits that market turbulence acts as an important contingency factor moderating the relationship between government guanxi (or business guanxi) and new venture performance. A turbulent market environment indicates rapid changes in customer demands and preferences [37]. Under a turbulent market environment, new ventures may benefit from developing and maintaining good guanxi with business partners. First, having good guanxi with primary customers may help new ventures develop products more quickly and accurately to realize a first-mover advantage. Furthermore, existing customers can help new ventures find and establish connections with potential customers and new markets, which may be crucial for the survival of new ventures in a market with a low growth rate [34]. Second, having good guanxi with suppliers may help new ventures obtain lower-cost materials with acceptable quality, thereby providing products at lower and more competitive prices. In sum, the value of business guanxi in the creation of new ventures increases along with a turbulent market environment.

On the other hand, this study posits that developing and maintaining good guanxi with the government and its officials under a turbulent market environment have a negative effect on new venture performance. Previous studies have pointed out that the establishment and development of guanxi requires substantial resource investment. However, the resource base of new ventures is weak, so investing their resources in government guanxi may be a wrong strategic decision that may impede business performance creation. In addition, resources obtained from the government cannot facilitate or even damage business creation in a turbulent market [38]. In this regard, the following hypotheses are proposed:

Hypothesis 5. Market turbulence has a negative moderating effect on the relationship between government guanxi and new venture performance.

Hypothesis 6. Market turbulence has a positive moderating effect on the relationship between business guanxi and new venture performance.

3. Methods

3.1. The Sample and Data Collection

New ventures can be defined as small businesses that are invested in by individual(s) or group(s) with the expectation of the business operation bringing in financial or marketing gains for investors or entrepreneurs. It is widely acknowledged that new ventures make important contributions to economic growth and social progress [39]. Previous studies of strategic management have suggested that, in comparison to big and established firms, new ventures often face more severe survival challenges because of resource scarcity [9,39,40]. In this regard, a strategic dilemma regarding how to improve the survival ability of new ventures under the condition of resource scarcity has attracted great attention from scholars and practitioners over a long time. As noted earlier, guanxi strategy theory argues that government guanxi and business guanxi may help new ventures access to institutional or marketing resources and enrich their resource base to develop a competitive advantage [41]. However, contingency theory points out that the value of guanxi may be influenced by environmental turbulence [10]. In this regard, a better understanding of the effects of government guanxi (or business guanxi) on firm performance should take into account the context (ecology) of the organization.

This study conducts a quantitative approach. According to the literature, a questionnaire consisting of seven variables and some important demographic information was constructed, and the English questionnaire was translated into Chinese after some revisions to fit the Chinese context. To ensure smooth survey, two entrepreneurs of new ventures in government-driven high-tech clusters and two professors interested in the guanxi strategy and entrepreneurship were recruited to evaluate
all items in the questionnaire. Based on their suggestions, some academic terms were replaced with easily understandable ones to help the respondents answer all questions more accurately.

To collect data, several government-driven high-tech clusters (covering Guangdong, Fujian, Zhejiang, Shanghai, and Jiangsu, which consistently made efforts to develop high-tech industries and a private economy in the last decade) were asked for their help in July 2015. Government-driven high-tech clusters were chosen as the investigation setting for two reasons: First, new ventures belonging to these clusters were assumed to accurately describe their connections (guanxi) to the government and its officials, which often support or guide them to stimulate local economic growth and technological progress [42]. Second, new ventures in these clusters actively engaged in market competition and industrial divisions and thus could accurately describe their connections (guanxi) to the business sector [43].

These clusters provided a list of 550 new ventures with detailed contact information. From December 2015 to May 2016, the Chinese version of the questionnaire was sent to these new ventures to ask for their participation in the survey. To ensure the reliability of firm-level data, we set two criteria. First, each respondent had to be a top manager who could accurately describe the firm’s guanxi with the government (or the business sector). Second, two top managers of each firm were asked to complete the questionnaire [44]. To avoid common method bias, one manager answered predictor variables (government guanxi, business guanxi, institutional turbulence, and market turbulence), and the other answered outcome variable (new venture performance). However, they were required to answer control variables (firm age and size). Finally, 152 new ventures and 304 top managers agreed to participate in the survey and returned the questionnaire, including six incomplete responses. The sample size ranged from 5 to 200 employees, averaging 46.8 employees.

3.2. The Research Model

As shown in Figure 1, a research model was used to examine whether government guanxi (guanxi with the government and its officials) and business guanxi (guanxi with the business sectors) matter to new venture performance under two typical turbulent environments (institutional turbulence and market turbulence). And, we built an equation to describe the statistical relationships between five variables.

\[
NVP = \alpha + \beta_1 GG + \beta_2 BG + \beta_3 IT\cdot GG + \beta_4 IT\cdot BG + \beta_5 MT\cdot GG + \beta_6 MT\cdot BG + e, \quad (1)
\]

where government guanxi (GG) and business guanxi (BG) are predictor variables; institutional turbulence (IT) and market turbulence (MT) are moderating variables; new venture performance (NVP) is a dependent variable; and e is the residual of the regression equation. In addition, \(\beta_3, \beta_4, \beta_5, \) and \(\beta_6\) represent interaction effects.

![Figure 1. The theoretical model.](image-url)
3.3. Measures

3.3.1. Government Guanxi

The analysis employed Zhang’s [45] seven-item scale to measure the nature and extent of government guanxi. All items were measured using a seven-point Likert-type scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The respondents (top managers) were required to rate the guanxi value of their firms with respect to the local government and its officials (see as Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Constructs and Measurement Items</th>
<th>Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government guanxi (Zhang, 2010)</strong> (α = 0.79; CR = 0.93; AVE = 0.65)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The local government (or its officials) keeps its commitments to our managers and firm.</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The local government (or its officials) does justice to our firm.</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Our firm and local government (or its officials) trust each other.</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Our firm and local government (or its officials) frequently communicate with each other.</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. If necessary, our firm and local government (or its officials) often provide various assistance to each other.</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Our firm and local government (or its officials) often jointly some difficulties.</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Our firm has good guanxi connections with local government authorities (e.g., government-sponsored banks, science and technology bureaus, industrial and commercial bureaus, and tax bureaus) and their officials.</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business guanxi (Zhang, 2010)</strong> (α = 0.76; CR = 0.88; AVE = 0.56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Primary business partners (e.g., customers, suppliers, and collaborators) consistently keep their commitments to our firm.</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Our firm and primary business partners frequently communicate with each other.</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Primary business partners have good guanxi connections with top managers of our firm.</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Primary business partners often provide useful suggestions on improving the quality of our products.</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Primary business partners and our firm often jointly overcome difficulties in product development.</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Primary business partners are willing to maintain long-term cooperation with our firm.</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institutional turbulence (Johanson, 2002)</strong> (α = 0.86; CR = 0.87; AVE = 0.62)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The local government acts in a way that leads us to great uncertainty.</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. It is hard to predict the impact of the political system on the market in this region.</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. It is difficult to foresee regional institutional changes.</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Regional policies are relatively unstable.</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Market turbulence (Jaworski and Kohli, 1993)</strong> (α = 0.87; CR = 0.90; AVE = 0.60)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. In our kind of business, customers’ product preferences change quite a bit over time.</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Our customers tend to look for new products all the time.</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Our customers are sometimes very price sensitive, but on other occasions, prices are less important.</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. We are witnessing demand for our products and services from customers who never bought them before.</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. New customers tend to have product-related needs that are different from those of our existing customers.</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. We cater to many of the same customers that we used to in the past.</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** KMO (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin) = 0.85.
3.3.2. Business Guanxi

The measurement of business guanxi followed a six-item scale also developed by Zhang [45]. All items were measured using a seven-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The respondents were asked to rate their firms’ guanxi value with respect to primary business partners, including customers, suppliers, and partners (see Table 1).

3.3.3. Institutional Turbulence

The four-item scale from Johanson [46] was used to measure institutional turbulence. The respondents were required to answer the range of change in new policies relevant to their business for the government’s role in influencing a special market or industry, even a firm. More specifically, the degree of perceived institutional turbulence in the market was measured using four indicators: the extent to which the local government acts in a way that increases uncertainty; the difficulty in predicting the impact of the political system on the market in the region; the difficulty in foreseeing regional institutional changes; and the certainty of regional policies, particularly S&T and monetary policies. These items were measured using a seven-point Likert-type scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

3.3.4. Market Turbulence

Consistent with the literature, the six-item scale from Jaworski and Kohli [37] was used to measure market turbulence. The respondents were asked to describe the degree of perceived market turbulence based on the following factors: the rate of change in customers’ product preferences; the rate of change in customers’ new needs; the degree of price sensitivity; the ability to exploit new customers; the difference between new customers in product needs; and the ability to meet customer needs. The analysis focused on changes in market demand and customer preferences influencing a firm’s market turbulence because these factors influence a firm’s attitudes toward the use of its guanxi ties to access distinct resources and develop a competitive advantage in uncertain market conditions [44]. These items were measured using a seven-point Likert-type scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

3.3.5. New Venture Performance

Three items were used to measure new venture performance. Consistent with the literature, the respondents were asked to address three major financial performance indicators for the last three years: sales growth, market share growth, and employee growth [47]. These three items were measured using a seven-point Likert-type scale 1 (much worse) to 7 (much better). The primary reason why subjective financial performance was used is that new ventures in China generally view objective financial information as a confidential matter and thus try to prevent it from becoming public. In addition, previous studies have shown that subjective financial indicators are more accessible than objective ones and can authentically and effectively reflect new venture performance [40].

3.3.6. Control Variables

Two variables were included as control variables: firm age and size. This is because previous studies have indicated that these two variables have the potential to impact the performance of new ventures [9]. The respondents were required to state the number of years and that of employees since the firm’s establishment [47]. To a certain extent, firm age may reflect the degree to which new ventures are embedded in their business network, and firm size may reveal the resource base of new ventures.

3.4. Assessment of Measures

Consistent with the literature, we used AMOS 22.0 and the maximum likelihood estimation to conduct a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) for assessing the reliability and validity of each
construct [48]. Table 1 shows that the proposed five-factor model provided a good fit to the data. In addition, all alpha values exceeded 0.75; all CR (composite reliability) values exceeded 0.85; all average variance extracted (AVE) values exceeded 0.55; and the factor loading of each construct exceeded 0.65, indicating sufficient convergent validity [49].

4. Results

4.1. Analysis Steps

To test the hypotheses about the relationship between government guanxi (or business guanxi) and new venture performance and examine whether this relationship varied between two typical turbulent environments (institutional turbulence and market turbulence), this study conducted a moderated hierarchical linear regression analysis (MHLRA) [50]. First, two control variables (firm age and size) were used to test their effects on new venture performance. Second, four constructs, namely government guanxi, business guanxi, institutional turbulence, and market turbulence, were included to test their main effects on new venture performance. Third, product terms representing the interaction between government guanxi (or business guanxi) and institutional turbulence (or market turbulence) were individually included to test individual moderating effects: Hypotheses 3–6 [51]. In this step, four product terms were produced, namely government guanxi × institutional turbulence, government guanxi × market turbulence, business guanxi × institutional turbulence, and business guanxi × market turbulence. Finally, we synchronously added the four product terms to check the robustness of the results.

4.2. Hypothesis Tests and Results

Means, standard deviations, and correlations between all variables in the model test are shown in Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients between all variables were lower than 0.5 (p < 0.1), indicating that multicollinearity was not a serious concern.

**Table 2.** Means, standard deviations, and a correlation matrix (n = 146) a,b,c.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Firm age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Firm size</td>
<td>0.22 **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. GG</td>
<td>−0.11</td>
<td>0.14 *</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. BG</td>
<td>0.17 *</td>
<td>0.26 **</td>
<td>0.32 **</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. IT</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.17 *</td>
<td>0.37 **</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. MT</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>0.47 ***</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. NVP</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.15 *</td>
<td>0.21 **</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>46.80</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>15.47</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; and *** p < 0.01. a GG = Government guanxi; BG = Business guanxi; IT = Institutional turbulence; MT = Market turbulence; NVP = New venture performance. b Numbers in bold type indicate the square root of the AVE (average variance extracted).
Table 3. Results of a moderated regression analysis (n = 146)\textsuperscript{a,b}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Venture Performance</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
<th>Model 6</th>
<th>Model 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>β</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm age</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm size</td>
<td>0.17 *</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.16 *</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.11 *</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.13 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG</td>
<td>0.23 **</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.23 **</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.22 **</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.21 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>0.45 ***</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.47 ***</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.46 ***</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.42 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>0.17 *</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.16 *</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15 *</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.16 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-Way Interactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG × IT</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>−0.13 *</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG × MT</td>
<td>−0.16 *</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG × IT</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG × MT</td>
<td>0.18 *</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.22 **</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.32 **</td>
<td>4.76 ***</td>
<td>4.56 ***</td>
<td>4.28 ***</td>
<td>4.48 ***</td>
<td>5.67 ***</td>
<td>4.82 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R^2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R^2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ R^2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} GG = Government guanxi; BG = Business guanxi; IT = Institutional turbulence; MT = Market turbulence. \textsuperscript{b} * p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01.
Table 3 reports the MHLRA results. As shown in Model 1, new venture performance was not influenced by firm age ($\beta = 0.03, T = 0.35, p > 0.1$) but related to firm size ($\beta = 0.17, T = 2.47, p < 0.1$). However, control variables accounted for only 5% of the total variance in outcome variables. Model 2 showed that both government guanxi ($\beta = 0.23, T = 3.12, p < 0.05$) and business guanxi ($\beta = 0.45, T = 6.31, p < 0.01$) had positive effects on new venture performance, providing support for H1 and H2, respectively. Business guanxi played a more salient role ($0.23 < 0.45$) in strengthening new venture performance than government guanxi. This suggests that, to some extent, new ventures and their founders should invest more resources in developing and maintaining high-quality guanxi connections to the business sectors. This is because resources, information, and technologies obtained from the market are likely to help new ventures embed themselves in the business network and thus build legitimacy for industrial divisions. H3, H4, H5, and H6 considered the moderating effects of two typical environment conditions on performance implications of guanxi. According to Model 3, GG $\times$ IT had no significant interaction effect ($\beta = -0.08, T = 1.04, p > 0.1$), providing no support for H3; Model 4 shows that GG $\times$ MT had a significant negative interaction effect ($\beta = -0.13, T = 2.07, p < 0.1$), providing support for H4; Model 5 indicates that BG $\times$ IT had no significant interaction effect ($\beta = 0.01, T = 0.2, p > 0.1$), providing no support for H5; and, according to Model 6, BG $\times$ MT had a significant positive interaction effect ($\beta = 0.18, T = 2.62, p < 0.1$), providing support for H6. The result of the full model (Model 7) was consistent with those of the four separate models, suggesting a high robustness of the research results.

5. Discussion

In China’s transition economy, the manner in which different types of guanxi can be managed and leveraged more effectively is an emerging topic in the business strategy and entrepreneurship literature. Two pairs of variables (government guanxi versus business guanxi and market turbulence versus institutional turbulence) potentially reflecting the period and nature of a transition economy were included in the analysis. The purpose of this study is to answer the questions of whether both government guanxi and business guanxi are related to new venture performance and when they matter to new venture performance in a rapidly changing environment. The results from 146 new ventures belonging to government-driven high-tech clusters suggest that, in general, both government guanxi and business guanxi can strengthen firm performance. Consistent with the findings of previous studies [2,21,23], the present study also verifies that guanxi remains an important strategic asset with a significant effect on doing business in China’s transition economy. In addition, the study examines the moderating effects of institutional turbulence and market turbulence on the relationship between government guanxi (or business guanxi) and new venture performance. The results suggest that a turbulent market environment may weaken the value of government guanxi and strengthen the value of market guanxi. However, the results reveal no moderating effects of institutional turbulence on direct relationships.

5.1. Findings

The results can be summarized as follows: First, government guanxi matters to new venture performance. Previous studies have argued that government guanxi may be more important to state-owned enterprises than non-state-owned ones [14]. This study extends the conceptual framework of guanxi in the literature by suggesting that government guanxi is also crucial for new ventures belonging to government-driven high-tech clusters. The primary reason is that the Chinese government has greater “soft power” (through policies) to regulate the emergence and development of industries during an economic transition period [52]. Similarly, Li et al. [12] argued that in emerging economies such as Russia, Latin American, and China, organizational or personal connections to the government can “substitute for formal institutional support.” This suggests that new ventures should establish and maintain formal or informal government guanxi to obtain more institutional or policy support from
the government, ultimately enriching their resource base for better performance. In addition, stronger government guanxi can help new ventures be more confident in doing business in China.

Second, the results verify the significant effect of business guanxi on new venture performance. It is widely acknowledged that firms can benefit from their business guanxi, including guanxi connections to primary customers [10], suppliers [34], and partners [53]. On the one hand, stronger business guanxi can help new ventures establish legitimacy and embed in the business network more quickly, ultimately reducing their liability of newness. On the other hand, it can help new ventures obtain resources and information from the business sector and develop various firm-level capacities to strengthen their business performance.

Third, the empirical results indicate that institutional turbulence had no moderating effect on the relationship between government guanxi (or business guanxi) and new venture performance. A possible explanation may be that, unlike general government policies, those policies concerning government-driven high-tech clusters are relatively stable, and the role of government guanxi in firm performance is rarely influenced by institutional turbulence. Another explanation is that there is a time gap between institutional changes and their effects on the business sector. As a result, for new ventures, business guanxi may not be sensitive to a turbulent environment, and its role in performance creation may be more sensitive to institutional changes [10]. Therefore, institutional turbulence may not influence the performance value of guanxi.

Fourth, the empirical results suggest that market turbulence is an important contingent factor shaping the performance value of guanxi. In a turbulent market environment, rapid changes in customer demands, higher price sensitivity, and stronger ability to exploit new customers may result in greater business challenges and opportunities. If new ventures build and maintain stronger guanxi connections to the government and its officials in a turbulent market environment, it may reduce their resource investment in the market and thus weaken business performance [10]. By contrast, stronger guanxi connections to the business sector may help new ventures exchange resources or information with their primary customers, suppliers, and partners and predict customer and market changes more effectively and quickly in a turbulent market environment, ultimately promoting high-quality products to meet customer demands. This indicates that market turbulence may enhance the performance value of new ventures’ stronger guanxi connections to the business sector.

5.2. Theoretical Contributions

This study makes several important contributions to the theoretical development of guanxi strategy theory. First, the study enriches guanxi strategy theory by linking two important types of guanxi (government guanxi and business guanxi) and arguing that, in general, both are crucial for the survival and success of new ventures in China’s transition economy. However, the roles of two types of guanxi in developing strategic competitiveness are distinct in that they provide different resources for doing business in China [10,54]. Government guanxi is more likely to help new ventures obtain political support or institutional confidence in doing business in China, whereas business guanxi tends to help new ventures access market-related resources such as market information, technological assets, and even potential customers. Furthermore, this study provides new insights into differences in effects of relationships between business guanxi and new venture performance and between government guanxi and new venture performance.

Second, the results also have important implications for social network theory about Chinese entrepreneurship and business operations. Although some studies have argued that weaker social ties play a critical role in job hunting [55], the results provide the opposite conclusion and suggest that strong ties may have vital influence on new venture performance. A possible explanation may be that stronger guanxi ties in China’s transition period may help new ventures create a distinct access routine to obtain social capital, thereby contributing to doing business in China.

Third, this study extends the contingent view that the effect of guanxi on new venture performance varies across different turbulent environmental conditions. More specially, two typical environmental
conditions (institutional turbulence and market turbulence) were set as contextual factors potentially influencing the performance value of government guanxi (or business guanxi). In the contingent model, the empirical results suggest that institutional turbulence may not be a moderator of the guanxi-performance relationship but that market turbulence may weaken or strengthen the relationship.

5.3. Managerial Implications

The results offer some useful insights into how government guanxi and business guanxi can be better used in a turbulent environment. First, new ventures can benefit from establishing and developing guanxi connections to the government and its officials or to the business sector. To stimulate regional economic growth and technological progress, the local government often provides various institutional support to new ventures. In particular, in comparison to other new ventures, those belonging to government-driven high-tech clusters may be much more likely to obtain such support from the local government [44]. In addition to government guanxi, business guanxi may help new ventures overcome the liability of newness and obtain important market resources, which play an important role in the success of new ventures.

Second, the results are expected to help entrepreneurs and managers develop more effective policies in response to environmental changes by enhancing different types of guanxi. The interaction between business guanxi and market turbulence had a positive effect on new venture performance, but that between government guanxi and market turbulence had a negative effect. This suggests that new ventures should know that under rapid changes in customer’ needs and preferences, they should invest and use business guanxi to make appropriate strategic decisions.

Third, the development and utilization of guanxi may be dynamic and long-term. It indicates that it is not easy to develop guanxi connections with organizations (e.g., business partners and local governments) and people (e.g., managers of other firms and government officials) [56]. Consistent with the findings of Su et al. [25], entering a guanxi network is a difficult strategic conundrum for Hong Kong and Taiwan businessmen, although they have the same Chinese culture. In this regard, entrepreneurs creating new businesses in Mainland China should be aware of the importance of investment in developing and utilizing guanxi which may provide different types of resources.

5.4. Limitations and Future Research

As all academic research, this study has some limitations that may provide avenues for further research. First, the outcome indicator of this study was self-reported by the respondents because previous studies of Chinese entrepreneurship have suggested that most new ventures consider financial information as confidential and thus keep it from becoming public. Some Western scholars have also argued that objective and subjective indicators have distinct strengths and weaknesses in measuring new venture performance [40]. In this regard, future research on entrepreneurship should employ a better technique to make simultaneous use of objective and subjective indicators in measuring new venture performance. One possible choice for obtaining objective indicators is to ask for government statistical agency or cluster offices and check whether they can give some useful information about new ventures’ survival and success.

Second, the present study followed the social network analysis methodology to quantify guanxi by measuring strong-weak ties of government guanxi (or business guanxi) and investigated their main effects on new venture performance. However, guanxi reflects “networks of informal relationships and exchanges of favors that dominate business activity through China and East Asia” [24]. More specially, quantifying guanxi through a social network analysis proposed by Western scholars may be not the most scientific methodology. In this regard, future research should consider other potential tools to measure guanxi more accurately and deeply in the context of China.

The third limitation of this study is that our sample firms are only from government-driven high-tech clusters. Further research should investigate whether both government guanxi and business
guanxi also have positive effects on the survival and success of other types of new ventures such as university spin-offs, corporate spin-offs, independent ventures, and born-globals.

Fourth, three indicators (sales growth, market share growth, and employee number growth) were included in measuring new venture performance. However, government guanxi and business guanxi may influence different performance indicators. On the one hand, resources provided by government guanxi tend to be institutional, such as confidence in doing business and less government interference. On the other hand, resources provided by business guanxi tend to be about the market, such as customers making timely payments, low-cost materials, and industrial division benefits [30]. In this regard, further research should empirically tests whether government guanxi is more likely to be related to economic performance (such as market share, market growth, and firm size) and business guanxi is more likely to influence financial performance (such as return on investment, sales, and profit).

6. Conclusions

Using a survey sample of 146 new ventures in clusters driven by China’s local governments, the present study investigates the relationships among government guanxi, business guanxi, institutional turbulence, market turbulence, and new venture performance. Empirical results suggest that guanxi is a necessary but not sufficient condition for doing business in China. This study argues that the creation of good performance through guanxi must take into account contextual factors such as environmental turbulence. Overall, the study provides a better conceptual and empirical understanding of the importance of guanxi in doing business in China.
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